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Abstract
This paper deals with a construction in Persian called here the Indifference-ke
Construction (or IKC). This construction has the structure A ke B, where A
is a clause (minimally a verb), ke is a particle, and B is a verb, a reduplication
of the verb in A. The IKC has a certain intonation pattern and includes both
the propositional attitude (that of indifference) and the propositional content
at the same time. Analysis of the interaction between the IKC and compound
verbs, scrambled sentences and various T/A/Ms (Tense/Aspect/Moods) con-
cludes: The reduplicated element is always a yO. This article treats the phono-
logical, syntactic and semantic/conceptual components of the IKC based on
the theoretical framework of Jackendoff's Parallel Architecture. These com-
ponents are related through interfaces and none of them is considered to be
the basic or underlying one.
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper deals with a construction in modern conversational Persian. I This
construction, in which a propositional content coexists with a propositional at-
titude, is viewed as a lexical entry with a phonological, a syntactic and a seman-
tic/conceptual component. The attitude expressed by the construction is that of
"indifference" and "defiance" directed towards a proposition which has a men-
tal representation in the minds of the interlocutors and which is also part of the
construction itself. This construction is declarative and has a specific intonation
pattern. I have called this construction the Indifference-ke Construction (IKe). An
example is given in (I ).2
'For wntmg this paper, [ used the valuable help of the following people: Jila Ghomeshi,
H.C. Wolfart, Terry Janzen, two anonymous Lingtlistica Atlantica reviewers, my Persian-speaking
consultants and the audiences at the University of Manitoba Linguistics Colloquium and the CLA 2004
Conference. I am cordially grateful to all of them. Contact address: umsada t t@cc .mani toba. ca.
IThe dialect investigated in this paper is infonnal conversational Persian, an SOY language (e.g.
Dabir-Moghaddam 1982; Greenberg 1963; Karimi 2003), spoken in Tehran, the capital city of Iran,
and the data used are based on the judgments of seven native speakers of Persian, including myself.
2List of the abbreviations used in the examples:
@L1NGUISTICA atlantica 24 (2002-3) 43-69
LlNGUISTICA PTLANTICA
(I) Speaker I (=SI):puyaneft.
Puya leave.PAST.3sG
'Puya left.'
Speaker 2 (= S2): neft ke r<eft.
leave.PAsT.3SG PTC leave.PAST.3SG
'It's not important to me that he left.'
NO. 24,2002-3
In (1), S2 uses the IKC to state her indifference with regard to SI's proposition
(i.e. 'Puya left'), this proposition being (partly) present in S2's utterance. In other
words, through lsing the IKC, S2 says that she does not care about what Puya
did. As is seen from example (I), the construction uses the particle ke, which
is surrounded b~' two identical verbs, that is, the verb following ke reduplicates
the one precedir g it. The reduplication produces the attitude to be conveyed by
the construction The indifference expressed through the IKC is stronger, more
emphatic, and IT ore defiant than when the same feeling is conveyed through an
utterance such a:: (2), which is an unmarked utterance in this regard.
(2) S2: b<era-Tn mohem nist r<eft.
for-I SJ.CL important not be.PREs.3SG leave.PAST.3SG
'It's fJI It important to me that he left.'
The element ke is presented in grammar books more frequently as a con-
junction, a relati ve clause marker, a question word, a particle following verbs of
saying, thinking, etc., and an emphasis marker (Lambton 1953; Lazard 1992; Ma-
hootian 1997; W indfuhr 1979). This particle has been treated in the framework of
generative gram nar as a complementizer, a subordinator, and the introducer of
relative and complement clauses (Ahangar 2000; Darzi 1996; Ghomeshi 2001;
Hajati 1977; KaTimi 1999; 2001; Tabaian 1975; Taghvaipour 2003). The function
of ke in the IKe is different from those given above. To the best of my knowl-
edge, this usage of ke has only been (briefly) mentioned in two articles. Najafi
(1995) gives a slort comment on this use of ke among its other uses. In his work,
16 different caSl'S of the usage of ke are given and the twelfth is a usage of ke
whose function le names "for expressing indifference and defiance" (p. 14). In
Rahimian (1999 I, in which several occurrences of ke in Modern Persian are men-
tioned, a short description of ke in this use is given under the heading "residual
DUR = durative Jrefix (mi-)
EZ = Ezafe vowl'! (-e)
IND = indefinite marker (-i)
NEG = negative Jrefix (lUe-flle-)
OM = object rna' ker
PART= participl: (-e)
PI. = plural
PRES = present
PTC = particle
SBJ= subjunctive prefix
SG = singular
I SCi, 2SCi, . ,. = subject agreement affixes
ISCi,CL, 2SG,CL, ... = pronominal enclitics
'+' in the examples separates the two parts of
a compound verb.
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cases". He states that this ke is used angrily, emotionally, and sometimes emphat-
ically in response to warnings (p. 149). In the present paper, I show that the ke of
the IKC is a fixed element which appears between two identical verbs and forms
a construction with them. These verbs and the particle ke together convey the
attitudes of indifference and defiance.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a complete descrip-
tion of the IKC and its distribution in Persian. Analyzing the behaviour of this
construction in different structural environments, such as with compound verbs,
I show that the element reduplicated after ke is always a yO node. The yO in the
present analysis is an element which is syntactically indivisible into smaller ele-
ments but may include morphological markers such as negation, subjunctive and
durative affixes. Section 3 puts the IKC in the theoretical framework of Parallel
Architecture (Jackendoff 1997, 2002). In this way, the phonological, syntactic and
semantic/conceptual components of this construction are worked out. Section 4
concludes the paper.
2. THE INDIFFERENCE-ke CONSTRUCTION
In the IKC, ke comes between two constituents, A and B. Constituent A, preceding
ke, must be a clause, its simplest form being a verb. Constituent B, following ke,
is always only a verb. This verb is the reduplication of the verb in A.3 In (3) and
(4), we see examples of grammatical and ungrammatical IKCs (parentheses show
optionality).
(3) S I: be golnaz majera-ro goft-a:m.
to Golnaz story-OM say.PAST-I SG
'I told the story to Golnaz.'
S2: (majera-ro) goft-i ke goft-i.4
story-OM say.PAST-2SG PTC say.PAST-2SG
'I don't care that you told (the story).'
(4) S2: *majera-ro goft-i ke majera-ro goft-i.
story-OM say.PAST-2SG PTC story-OM say.PAST-2SG
Example (4) is ungrammatical since in addition to the verb, it has the direct object
in constituent B.
The diagram in (5) shows the basic structure of the IKe.
'The nature of this reduplication is progressive rather than regressive. This can be supported by
two pieces of evidence. First, if it was regressive, i.e. the B was repeated in A. we could not have
elements other than the verb in A, which we can. Second, the sequence ke + verb cannot be used
independently in Persian to be able to form the base of reduplication.
4Note the change of person from 1SCi (S I's utterance) to 2SG (S2's utterance), which is natural
because S2's utterance is directed towards her addressee, S I.
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(5) [IP A] ke [vB]
The attitudt: of indifference conveyed by the IKC is affected neither by the
lexical choice o. the verb nor by its morphological markings. Consider examples
(6) to (8).
(6) neft ke rreft.
leave.PAS r.3SG PTC leave.PAST.3SG
'It's not ill1portant to me that s/he left.'
(7) amred ke amred.
come.PAS r.3SG PTC come.PAST.3SG
'It's not inportant to me that s/he came (arrived).'
(8) S 1 : say red be-r-e.
maybl: sBJ-Ieave.PRES-3SG
'S/he nay leave.'
S2: be-r-e ke be-r-e.
SBJ-Ie:lVe.PRES-3sG PTC SBJ-Ieave.PRES-3SG
'S/he nay leave for all I care.'
Example (6, is a typical example of the IKe. In (7), the verb has been changed
but the expressi( ,n of indifference is still in the utterance. Actually, any other verb
(e.g. 'say', 'eat' 'write', 'see', 'do', etc.) regardless of its semantic type, can be
used in (7) inste ad of 'come', keeping the propositional attitude of indifference.
Example (8) is a case where the mood is subjunctive and not indicative, as in (6).
Despite this chalge of mood, the construction in S2's utterance has remained the
same and the ex lression of the attitude of indifference has not been affected.
The only se Hence type, however, in which the IKC can be used is the declar-
ative and other s':ntence types such as interrogative or imperative are not possible.
For instance, (9) has the interrogative counterpart of (6) yielding an ungrammati-
cal sentence.
(9) *rreft ke rreft?
leave.PAs".3SG PTC leave.PAST.3SG
Intended t) mean, 'Is it not important to me that s/he left?'
Note that, as mt ntioned before, the IKC is used to convey indifference towards
a proposition wllich already has a mental representation in the mind of the IKC
user and her add ~essee.We can refer to this existing proposition as "identifiable".
Lambrecht (199, ~),drawing on Chafe (1976), uses identifiable for discourse refer-
ents (including I,ropositions) for which a representation exists in the addressee's
mind. This ident ifiable mental representation acts as a "felicity condition" for the
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IKC to be meaningful. Felicity conditions assure the successful performance of
speech acts, for example, in I promise to pay you tomorrow, felicity conditions
such as 'the speaker wants to pay the addressee', 'she believes she can pay the ad-
dressee', 'both speaker and addressee are in a healthy state of mind', etc. must be
met for the action to be performed. The IKC might be categorized under Searle's
(1976) "expressive" or Bach and Harnish's (1979) "acknowledgment" speech act
types, types which express a psychological state or a feeling. The felicity condi-
tion for the IKC can be in the form of the previous utterance (S I 's utterance) or in
the form of an identifiable unuttered proposition in the minds of the interlocutors.
As an example for the latter case, i.e. when the felicity condition is only in the
minds of the interlocutors and not physically uttered, suppose that I have told my
sister a secret. Later, my mother and I find out that everybody knows about this
secret so we implicitly conclude that my sister has told everyone about it. Now,
I may use the IKC and say to my mother goft-e ke goft-e 'I don't care that she's
told [everybody],' based on the proposition MY SISTER HAS TOLDTHE SECRET
TO EVERYONE,which serves as an identifiable proposition for us even if it has
not been uttered in the immediately preceding discourse. Clearly, if the felicity
condition is not met, either in the form of S I 's utterance or in the form of an iden-
tifiable unuttered proposition, the IKC would be meaningless: For example, if I
see my mother and, without any background, I say goft-e ke goft-e, the utterance
would not mean a thing.
An additional point about constituent A is that there is a tendency for speakers
to keep it as short as possible. For instance, in cases where a clitic follows the verb,
it usually does not enter the IKe. An example with an object clitic is shown in
(10) and with a subject c1itic, in (I I).
(10) S I : did-esun.
see.PAST.3SG-3pL.CL
'S/he saw them.'
S2: did ke did.
see.PAST.3SG PTC see.PAST.3SG
'I don't care that s/he saw [them].'
(II) S I: r<eft-es.
leave. PAST.3SG-3SG.CL
'S/he left.'
S2: r<eft ke r<eft.
leave.PAST.3SG PTC leave.PAST.3SG
'It's not important to me that s/he left.'s
'The appearance of the subject clitic in the IKC (e.g. rlcjr-e.v ke rlC}T-e.f) is acceptable to one
speaker.
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We see thai the clitic does not appear in the A constituent in S2's utterance.
Generally, cons ituent A contains only the verb, but the occurrence of other ele-
ments in this co I1stituent is not prohibited (3).6
In sections 2.1-2.3, we will see how the IKC interacts with compound verbs,
word-order chaJLges,and different T/AIMs (tense/aspect/moods).7
2.1. The IKe and compound verbs
Compound verl.s in Persian are verbs that are formed with a non-verbal ele-
ment plus a ve'bal element that combine to denote a single predicate (Dabir-
Moghaddam 19 ;>5;Folli, Harley and Karimi 2005; Ghomeshi and Massam 1994;
Goldberg 1996; Megerdoomian 2002; Mohammad and Karimi 1992, among oth-
ers). The non-verbal element can be a noun, an adjective, a prepositional phrase,
an adverb, or a I,artic\e. The process offorming a compound verb is productive in
Persian. An exa nple of each type of compound verb is shown in (12).
(12) a. Nonn + Verb b. Adjective + Verb c. PP + Verb
srerma+xordren baz+krerdren rez+drest+dadren
col11+to eat open+to do of+hand+give
'to ~atch cold' 'to open' 'to lose'
d. Adl'erb+ Verb e. Particle + Verb
pai: I+avordren va+rreftren
dm rn+bring back+to go
'to bring down' 'to be discouraged'
In the IKC, wh( n the verb in constituent A is a compound verb, only the verbal
element is repe2ted in B, as shown in (13) and (14).8
6An anonymous reviewer pinpoints the interesting contrast between the behaviour of object ditics
and NP objects. Tha: is, object ditics do not appear in the IKC (example (lO-S2)) but NP objects may
(example (3-S2)). I ,10 not have any explanation for this dual behaviour at this point; however, it seems
that constituent leng th may playa role. Further research is required in this regard.
7 Before moving on, a point on the intonation pattern of the IKC is in order. The IKC has a spe-
cific intonation pattt rn which distinguishes it from two other constructions in Persian, one conveying
'ceI1ainty/finality' a.ld the other 'power'. So for instance, the utterance /1w-r(~tt ke /1w-rwjt, uttered
with three distinct i 1l0nation patterns, results in three different meanings: 'It's not important to me
that s/he didn't lea\e', 'S/he didn't leave at all (=stayed too long)' and 'It's none of your business
that s/he didn't leav,,'. The certainty/finality construction has more limited usage than the IKC, i.e. is
only used with irrev, :rsible undesirable acts, mostly with negative verbs, and not with all TINMs. The
power construction :eems to function morphosyntactically identically to the IKC (and arguably to be
underlyingly the san Ie as the IKC). The comparison of the three constructions can be a topic for future
research.
8Passives, which are formed with the past participle of the verb plus a TIAIM oLfoda:/1 'to become',
behave similarly to :ompound verbs with regard to the IKe. That is, only the sodw/1 part is repeated
in the B constituent.
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(13) S I: bel:ex:ere s:erma+xord.
finally cold+eat.PAST.3SG
'S/he finally caught cold.'
S2: (s:erma+)xord ke xord.
cold+eat.PAST.3SG PTC eat.PAST.3SG
'I don't care that s/he caught cold.'
(14) S I :h:em:e-s to-ro negah+mi-k:erd-:en.
all-3sG.cL you-OM 100k+DUR-do.PAST-3PL
'They were continuously looking at you.'
S2: (negah+ )mi-k:erd-:en ke mi-k:erd-:en.
look+DUR-do.PAST-3PL PTCDUR-do.PAST-3PL
'I don't care that they were looking.'
The repetition of the whole compound verb in the B constituent is ungrammatical,
as exemplified in (15).
(15) S2: *s:erma+xord ke s:erma+xord.
cold+eat.PAST.3sG PTC cold+eat.PAST.3SG
'I don't care that s/he caught cold.'9
A note on 'particle + verb' type compounds (called 'prefixal verbs' by Khan-
lari 1986), is in order here. 10 There exist two groups of these verbs in Persian.
In the first group, the prefix carries the main stress (exactly like ordinary com-
pound verbs, where the non-verbal element bears the stress) and the tendency for
the IKe is to repeat only the verbal element (again similar to ordinary compound
verbs). This is exemplified in (16), with acute accent indicating primary stress
(see Kahnemuyipour 2003 for a treatment of compound verbs stress pattern).
(16) S 1: v:eqti x:eb:er-o sen-id va+r:eft.
when news-OM hear-PAST.3SG PTC+leave.PAST.3SG
'When s/he heard the news, s/he was discouraged.'
S2: va+r:eft ke r:eft.
PTc+leave.PAST.3SG PTC leave.PAST.3SG
'I don't care that s/he was discouraged.'
S2: ?va+r:eft ke va+r:eft.
In the second group, which has fewer members, the main stress is on the verb and
not on the prefix. This type appears to have undergone lexicalization and become
9For one native speaker among my Persian-speaking consultants, the non-verbal element too can
be reduplicated for "emphasis" purposes, e.g. ,werma+xord ke sterma+xord.
IIlThe particle is called a "preverb" (Lazard I992) or a "verbal prefix" (Kalbasi 1992).
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a separate lexic:!1 item. What reduplicates in this case is the whole prefixal verb,
as given in exan lple (17).
(17) S I:pul-o vrer+dast.
mone:'-OM PTc-have.PAsT.3SG
'S/he .ook the money.'
S2: vrer+c ast ke vrer+dast.
PTC-h,lYe.PAST.3SGPTC PTc-have.PAST.3SG
'I don't care that s/he took the money.'
S2: *vrer, dast ke dast.
2.2. The IKC a Id word order
Since Persian is a rather free word-order language, the IKC may be directed to-
wards a non-vel b-final clause. In such cases, again only the verb is reduplicated
after ke. Considl:r the "default word-order" sentence in (18).
(18) Sl:diruz jre'be-ha-robe-sun dad-im.
yesteriay bOX-PL-OMto-3PL.CL give.PAsT -I PL
'We g lYe them the boxes yesterday.'
Example (I ~) has some of the possible word order changes with almost the
same meaning a; that of (18), with minor pragmatic nuances which are irrelevant
for our discussic n.
(19) a. dad-im diruz be-sun jre'be-ha-ro.
b. diruz he-sun dad-im jre'be-ha-ro.
c. jre'be- ha-ro diruz be-sun dad-im.
The IKC utteran ce for (18) and all its scrambled versions in (19) is given in (20),
in which we see that only the verb has been reduplicated after ke.
(20) S2: dad-in ke dad-in.
give.p \ST -2PL PTC give.PAST-2PL
'You fave [them the boxes yesterday], see if! care!'
2.3. T/AIM analysis
In this section, v'e will see how the IKC behaves in different T/A/M environments
in Persian. The seven T/A/Ms considered in this paper are selected out of all
possible Persian T/A/Ms since they are the more commonly used ones and that
they all can be Ilsed in conversational Persian. Examples (21) to (27) show how
the verb is redu( ,licated in the B constituent of the IKC for each of the 7 T/AIMs.
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(21) Simple past
S I : otobus rreft.
bus leave.PAST.3SG
'The bus left.'
S2: rreft ke rreft.
leave.PAST.3SG PTC leave.PAST.3SG
'It's of no importance to me that it left.'
(22) Pelfect
S I: be una goft-e.
to they say.PAsT-PART.3sG
'S/he's told them.'
S2: (be una) goft-e ke goft-e.
to they say.PAsT-PART.3sG PTC say.PAST-PART.3SG
'I don't care that s/he's told (them).'
(23) Plupeifect
S I: mive-ha-ro nre-xrer-id-e-bud-ren.
fruit-PL-OM NEG-buy-PAST -PART-be. PAST-3PL
'They hadn't bought the fruit.'
S2: nre-xrer-id-e-bud-ren ke nre-xrer-id-e-bud-ren.
NEG-buy-PAST-PART -be. PAST-3PL PTC NEG-buy-PAST -PART-be. PAST-3PL
'Oh, they hadn't bought it! Big deal!'
(24) Durative past
S I: dast-ren mi-rreft-ren.
have.PAsT-3PL DUR-Ieave.PAsT-3PL
'They were leaving.'
S2: dast-ren mi-rreft-ren ke mi-rreft-ren.
have.PAST-3PL DUR-Ieave.PAST-3PL PTC DUR-Ieave.PAST-3PL
'It's not important to me if they were leaving.'
(25) Subjunctive past
S I: momken-e siva amred-e-bas-e.
possible-is Shiva come.PAsT-PART-SBJ.be.PRES-3SG
'Shiva may have come.'
S2: amred-e-bas-e ke amred-e-bas-e.
come. PAST-PART-SB1.be. PRES-3SG PTe come.PAST -PART-SBJ.be.PRES-3SG
'I don't care if she's come.'
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(26) Subjuncti Jepresent
S l: rege b ~una be-g-ren chi?
if t(l they SBJ-say.PREs-3PL what
'Whal if they tell them'?'
S2: be-g-; ~n ke be-goren.
SBJ-s,y.PRES-3PL PTC SBJ-say.PREs-3PL
'It's n)t important if they tell [them].'
(27) Durative J Iresent
No. 24, 2002-3
S I : dar-e reks-a-t-o mi-bin-e.
have.f RES-3SG photo-PL-2sG.CL-OM DUR-see.PRES-3sG
'S/he'; looking at your photos.'
S2: dar-e mi-bin-e ke mi-bin-e.11
have.f RES-3SG DUR-see.PRES-3SG PTC DUR-see.PRES-3SG
'I don't care that s/he's looking [at them].'
2.4. Generaliza tion
Based on the de~cription of the IKC that I have presented, I propose the following
generalization: 'J'he B constituent of the IKC is always a yO.
In other WOJ ds, what comes after ke in this construction is a syntactic word or
terminal node w lich is not dividable into smaller units syntactically. Below, I will
show the valid it y of this claim for different cases, i.e. simple verbs, compound
verbs, the two T/A/Ms containing a form of dastam (durative past and durative
present), and the two T/A/Ms pluperfect and subjunctive past.
The easiest :ases are those such as the simple past, where the main verb is not
accompanied by any element. For these, the A verb, which is a yO, is reduplicated
in B (28).
11The conjugated form of da.fta:n 'to have' in durative present and durative past emphasizes the
progressive nature (f the verb. According to Lazard (1992: 141), in colloquial Persian, it is more
likely that the progn ssive contains the verb da.fta:n along with the durative prefix fIli-. For one native
speaker, the B consl ituent of the IKC contains this element together with the main verb, e.g. dar-e
mi-bin-e ke dar-e fIll.bin-e. Also, some speakers do not have the IKC for these two T/A/Ms. Instead,
they produce the sui junctive present of the A verb in B, e.g. in place of dar-e mi-bin-e ke fIli-bin-e,
they produce dar-e /; fi-bin-e ke be-bin-e (be-bin-e being the 3sG subjunctive present of 'to see').
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(28) A constituent
~ V'
IVO
neft
B constituent
V'
IVO
r;rft
"Indifference ke" in Modern Persian
The elements represented by the ellipsis sign (... ) in the A constituent, namely
subject, object and adjunct, are irrelevant for our discussion and therefore not
shown.
For compound verbs, I follow Ghomeshi (1996) in assuming that the non-
verbal element of compound verbs is a phrasal category. In its fullest form, it
can be a PP (tez+dtest+dadam ['from' + 'hand' + 'to give'] 'to lose'), an NP
(jiq-e+boltend+kesidten ['scream-Ez' + 'loud' + 'to pull'] 'to scream loudly') or
an AdjP (vared-e+otaq+sodam ['versed-Ez' + 'room' + 'to become'] 'to enter a
room').12 Therefore, compound verbs can be represented by (29).
V'(29) ~
XP VO
The schema in (29) can be applied iteratively for some compounds such as
del+be+dterya+ztedten ['heart' + 'to' + 'sea' + 'to hit'] 'to risk' and edame+
peyda+kterdten ['continuation' + 'visible' + 'to do'] 'to continue', whose struc-
tures appear in (30).
121tmust be pointed out that there is disagreement in the literature as to the phrasal nature of the non-
verbal part. The disagreement arises from the fact that some compound verbs do not allow modification
of the non-verbal element. For example, /{It.f+dada:n ['ear'+'to give'] 'to listen' cannot be modified
to */{It.f-e+xub-i+dadten ['ear-Ez'+'good-IND'+'to give'] intended to mean 'to listen intently'. This
issue does not invalidate my analysis of compound verbs with regard to the IKe, since the non-verbal
element, regardless of its grammatical category, stays behind ke and only the verbal part is repeated in
the B constituent.
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(30) a. Vi
/~
NP V'
I ~
N' PP VO
I ~
N be dcerya zcedcen
del
b. Vi
~
NP V'
I~
N' NP VO
I I
N N' kcerdcen
: I
edame N
peyda
The iterative tre ~ diagram in (31) can account for compound verbs of this type.
\'(31) /~
XP V'
.~oXl
Leaving compound verbs behind, we now deal with the two durative T/A/Ms
(durative past aId durative present), both of which contain a form of the auxil-
iary dastcen. Folowing Ghomeshi (2001), I place dastcen under the INFL nodel3
leaving themaill verb underVO, which is the element that is reduplicated. This is
shown in (32).
mi-neveSt-cemnamce-ro
(last-cem'I'
IP
~~,
DP ~
~ ~ ~P
man [ ~
DP
~
(32)
'the letter' '(was) writing'
"Her argumentat on is based on negation facts, i.e. that durative past and durative present cannot be
negated by placing l1e negative marker before dasuen and that in extreme cases negation can precede
the main verb. Thus she assumes that dastam is "base-generated above NegP" under the (NFL node.
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Our last category to analyze is the one containing the two T/AfMs pluperfect
and subjunctive past, which consist of the participle and the elements bud/bas-e.
Darzi (1996) argues that the element bud in the pluperfect forms a syntactic unit
with the past participle (his evidence concerns inseparability by direct objects,
gapping and c-command domain of the subject (pp. 36-37». Following Darzi
and contra Marashi (1972), I do not consider bud (and bas-e) auxiliaries here
since they are not separable from the past participle.14 This inseparability makes
pluperfect and subjunctive past different from compound verbs and the durative
T/AfMs: Compound verbs can be separated by auxiliaries, modals, clitics, the du-
rative, subjunctive and negative prefixes, PPs, adjectives, adverbs, conjunctions,
the comparative suffix and emphatic elements. Example (33) illustrates a com-
pound verb that is separated by the negative and the durative prefixes.
(33) kilid-e mren drer-o baz+ne-mi-kon-e.
key-Ez I door-OM open+NEG-DUR-do.PRES-3SG
'My key doesn't open the door.'
The durative T/AfMs (durative past and durative present) can be separated by
PPs, direct objects, adverbs, conjunctions and emphatic elements. In (34), the
separation is effected by a PP, a direct object and an adverb:
(34) dar-rem bcera-sun name-ha-ro fond mi-nevis-rem.
have. PRES-I SG for-3pL.CL letter-PL-OM quickly DUR-write.PRES-1 SG
'I'm writing the letters quickly for them.'
None of the elements above, which can separate compound verbs and the durative
T/AfMs, can intervene between the past participle and bud/ba.f-e for pluperfect
and subjunctive past. IS For example, the occurrence of the PP (ba bceradcer-eSun
'with their brother') inside the pluperfect in (35a) renders (35b) ungrammatical.
(35) a. una ba bceradcer-esun rreft-e-bud-ren.
they with their brother gO.PAST-PART-be.PAsT-3PL
'They'd gone with their brother.'
b. *una rreft-e ba bceradcer-esun bud-reno
14Persian orthography can be misleading in this regard due to the fact that it separates the participle
and the blld/b{/.~-e element from one another.
15An anonymous reviewer mentions that for subjunctive past, the negative marker can appear be-
tween the pm1iciple and b{/.~-e.One of the examples slhe gives is:
momken-e neft-e me-bas-e
possible-is leave. PAST-PARTNEG-SI3J.be.PRES-3SG
'S/he may not have left.'
Ichecked such examples with several native speakers to none of whom did they sound grammatical.
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The above pieces of evidence lead me to assuming that the two elements of
pluperfect and ~ubjunctive past both fall under the yO node and are repeated in B
(unlike compound verbs and the durative T/AlMs where only the second element
is the yO). This is schematized in (36).
(36) yO
rrejt-e-I Iud
rrejt-e-b 1s-e
'had left'
'may have left'
To summar ize, we have seen the behaviour of the IKC with regard to sim-
ple verbs, com~ ound verbs, word-order changes and different T/A/Ms. This be-
haviour suggest; that the repeated element in the B constituent is always a yO that
is syntactically Jndividable but can include morphological elements such as the
negative marker or the durative prefix, and T/AIM elements such as bud and bas-e
in past perfect a nd subjunctive past. 16
3. THE IKe A 'ID PARALLEL ARCHITECTURE
In this section, I present an analysis of the IKC using Jackendoff's Parallel Archi-
tecture theory (I ,enceforth PA).
3.1. Overview C If the PA framework
In his PA frame' vork, Jackendoff (1997,2002) posits three parallel components in
the grammar, i.E. phonological, syntactic and semantic/conceptual, each of which
is the result of c )mbinatorial principles. He claims that language consists of inde-
pendent system~ which are related by means of interfaces and that syntax is one of
these systems, neither the only one nor the basic one. This is as opposed to "syn-
tactocentric" vi, ~ws (e.g. the Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1995)), which de-
rive everything j'rom syntax, and more compatible with "Iexicalist" views such as
HPSG (Pollard, md Sag 1994), earlier LFG (Bresnan 1982) and an approach like
Construction GJammar (Goldberg 1995). The syntactic trees in PA do not con-
tain phonologic 11 information, so it shares with Distributed Morphology (Halle
and Marantz 1913; Harley and Noyer 1999) the claim that syntactic representa-
tions only consi~,tof morphosyntactic features, with the difference that Distributed
Morphology tales a serial rather than a parallel approach. Fig. I shows how
16An anonymous :eviewer puts forward the idea that only the finite part of the verb is repeated. This
approach is success! ul with regard to views which see the verbal part of a compound verb not as a full
verb but as a 'light "erb' which is a finite verb containing aspect, event, and tense information (Folli
et al. 2005; Karimi- )oostan 1997; Megerdoomian 2002). However, this approach can face problems
when dealing with p 1st perfect and subjunctive past, since in these T/AlMs, the non-finite part (i.e, the
participle) is repeate j in the B constituent too.
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Phonological formation rules
1
Phonological structures
Syntactic formation rules
1
Syntactic structures
PS-CS interface rules
Conceptual formation rules
1
Conceptual structures
FIGURE 1
The tripartite Parallel Architecture
Jackendoff (2002: 125) diagrams the tripartite organization of grammar.l?
Jackendoff holds that in the PA framework, the three sets of features of a
lexical item are in correspondence in the three independent linguistic components,
and that the linear order of units in the phonological component corresponds to the
linear order of the corresponding units in the syntactic component. A lexical item
is an interface rule that "licenses" the construction of sentences. In this model,
then, a word is not a list of phonological, syntactic, and semantic features inserted
into syntax and "carried around" in the course of a derivation. Rather, a word
is an interface rule which links the three structures to one another. The interface
rules can be applied to items other than words, e.g. productive and semiproductive
morphology, idioms and constructions. Thus, the only rule used in the grammar
will be "unify pieces", with the pieces all being in a common format permitting
unification.
The above principles are exemplified in (37) and (38), which are based on
similar examples in Ghomeshi et al. (2003: 32-33). Example (37) gives the PA
representations for the Persian phrase ill gol-a (this f1ower-PL) 'these flowers'
based on the three PA representations in (38). The indices show the relation of
different elements in the different components.
17According to Jackendoff, the:PA view is rooted in autosegmental phonology (Goldsmith 1979,
1990; Liberman and Prince 1977), where it is claimed that phonological structure is divided into
several "tiers".
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Conceptual Structure
[
PLUR4 (['FLOWER'h) ]
DEMZ
j
Syntax
DPj
~
Demz NP
I
N
~
[~Sing ] [~~r]mamm 3 4
(37) Phonol( gy
PhPhj
~"PhVVd~ )hVVd
- /~
Phfd3 ~f4
linl Igoll Ia!
(38) Phonology
a. Ph';Vdj
Ii II
b. Ph' ;Vdj
Igllll
c. Ph';Vd
/~
PhVVd, Af
im
Ia!
Syntax
Demj
[
N ]3sing
inanim j
N
~
Nk [Af ]
plur
m
Conceptual Structure
DEMi
'FLOWER'.
J
[PLURm ([XkDl
The whole phra::e comprises a phonological phrase (PhPhj) which is DP, in the
syntax. The ind:x 1 can be seen in the conceptual structure, too, which means
that this compo !lent is responsible for the meaning of the whole phrase. The
PhPh, consists c f two phonological words, PhVVdzand PhVVd3, and an affix, Af4.
PhVVdz is a den onstrative adjective (Demz) and is shown by DEMz in the con-
ceptual compon ~nt, meaning that it bears all the semantic properties associated
with a demonstlative adjective (not mentioned here). PhVVd3 is a singular inan-
imate N in the ;yntax (index 3) and refers to the notion FLOVVER in the real
world (also inde{ 3 in the conceptual structure). Finally, the affix (Af4) is a plural
marker demonscated by PLUR4 in the conceptual component referring to 'more
than one'.
3.2. Treating the IKC in the PA framework
The IKC is a co lstruction whose meaning does not depend on the verbs used in
it and can be se~n as a "lexical item" (in the sense above) which freely combines
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with any verb yielding the desired concept, which is that of indifference and de-
fiance. Therefore, the PA model is a suitable framework to treat the IKC in. The
three components of the IKC, i.e. syntactic, phonological and conceptual, will be
dealt with below.
3.2.1. The syntactic component
First, let us consider the structure of a simple Persian clause (39), which is given
in (40).18
(39) nader xunre-ro xrer-id.
Nader house-OM buy-PAST.3sG
'Nader bought the house.'
xrer-idxunre-ro
IP
~
DP I'
6~
nader I VP
~
DP V
A
(40)
Based on this structure, one possible candidate for the syntax of the IKC structure
is given in (41). I have labelled ke xcer-id IKCP(hrase) since it does not have any
canonical syntactic category: 19
I R As mentioned before, syntactic trees in the PA framework do not contain phonological informa-
tion, so the actual words at the bottom of trees are not part of the tree. They only show "interface
relations" (correspondence) between syntax and phonology and have been put there for illustration
purposes.
19As mentioned earlier in the paper, constituent A tends to be kept as short as possible. In this
example, however, I have included the subject and the direct object in it in order for my analysis to be
most comprehensive.
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(41) IP
~~
DP I'
D~
nader I VP
~
VP IKCP
~~
DP V Particle VA :: :
'.xu-n-re---ro~ xrer-id ke xrer-id
However, ke xa r-id should be a separate constituent for two reasons. First, we
need constituent A (nader xUfue-ro xfRr-id 'Nader bought the house') and the
IKCP (ke xfRr-i. i) to come from separate nodes, since in the conceptual struc-
ture, constituent A is the proposition towards which indifference is conveyed and
needs to be reft ned to separately. Second, the part of the utterance without ke
xfRr-id (i.e. nadf r xunfR-ro xfRr-id) is an independent grammatical utterance itself,
implying that kf xfRr-id is an added constituent, similar to question tags, for ex-
ample. TherefOl e, the structure in (41) is ruled out and I propose the following
structure (42) fo r nader xunfR-ro xfRr-id ke xfRr-id.
(42) IP
IKCP
~
Particle V
xrer-id
xrer-idxunre-ro
IP
/~
DP I'
D~
nader I VP ke
~
DP V
A
In (42), constitw :nt A is a separate IP towards which indifference can be conveyed
through the addi lion of the IKCP ke xfRr-id.
On the basi;; of the above, the syntactic component of the IKC is given in
(43). Subscripts are used for relating the syntactic, phonological and conceptual
components wit! each other (explained in the next subsection). These elements
are those (e.g. t Ie subject) that are not reduplicated and may appear either be-
fore the verb or in scrambled utterances, after the verb. (Reduplication will be
accounted for in the phonological component.)
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(43) IPI
~
IP,., IKCP)
~~
. .. VP... Particlej VOj
~... V k'"
Where IP I is declarative.
"Indifference ke" in Modern Persian
IP I is the whole construction. Constituent A is IP2' The subject, direct object, and
adjunct are optional in IP2 and the only obligatory element in it is the verb (VOk).
IKCP) specifies the particle ke and constituent B (the reduplicated verb VOj) in it.
3.2.2. The phonological component
To work out the representation of the phonological component of the IKC, we
need to adopt a prosodic hierarchy. This will be necessary for relating this compo-
nent to the other two. There are different and contrasting views on how prosodic
units participating in generating an utterance are defined. Jun (1998) holds that
there are at least two views, which she calls the "syntactic approach" and the "in-
tonational approach". Both approaches posit a hierarchical prosodic structure but
the difference is that in the former approach, prosodic constituents larger than a
word are derived indirectly from the syntactic structure (Hayes 1989; Nespor and
Vogel 1986; Selkirk 1986) and in the latter approach, they are based on supraseg-
mental features (Beckman 1996; Jun 1993; Pierrehumbert and Beckman 1988).
In the analysis of the present paper, due to the importance of the correspondence
between syntax and phonology, I adopt the syntactic approach. Example (44) con-
tains the relation between syntactic and prosodic hierarchies as given by Truck-
enbrodt (1995).20
(44) Syntax
(Root) Clause
XP
XO
Prosodic Hierarchy
Intonational Phrase (InPh)
Phonological Phrase (PhPh)
Phonological Word (PhWd)
Based on the above assumptions, the phonological component of the IKC is given
in (45).
20The levels lower than the Phonological Word and higher than the Intonational Phra~e are not
relevant to our discussion.
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(45) InPhl
--~
InPI2 PhPh,L'~ /"(
... PhW ik... Ph~di PhWdj,k
/ke/
Where bPh I has a construction-specific intonation pattern.
The Intonationa Phrase (indexed I) corresponds to the whole IKe. The index
shows its relatio 1 with IP 1 in the syntactic component, which has the same sub-
script (cf. the trEe in (43». The PhWd indexed k corresponds to the yOk in con-
stituent A, whic 1 is reduplicated after PhWdj (lke/ or Particlej in syntax) in the
form ofPhWdi.k
The redupli, ;ation in the IKC is "total reduplication" where, in line with Mc-
Carthy and Prine e (1986), an authentic unit of prosody, namely the whole Phono-
logical Word, is 'eduplicated. The diagram in (46) shows the reduplication part of
the IKe.
(46) Phonolo.~y
L'~... PhW ik ... ~ PhWdj,k
Syntax
~
;)0.
J
In (46), the base is the Phonological Word indexed k. This index connects the base
to its syntactic c,mtent, which is the yO in the IP2 also indexed k. The reduplicant
is the last Phonl Jlogical Word in the Intonational Phrase and bears two indices.
One is j, which J elates it to yOj in syntax, and the other is k, which means it also
corresponds to vOk in syntax. The latter index thus creates the reduplication. In
other words, tW(' things can be said about PhWdj,k: (i) that it is the realization of
yOj and (ii), that it fills its empty phonological content from yOk'
Here a note on morphology is in order. In the PA framework, it is argued
that morphosynl ax and phrasal syntax are two related tiers which are organized
independently. Sorne evidence for this claim as given by Jackendoff (2002) is:
a. Morphos) ntax is made up of open-class items (e.g. nouns) and closed-class
items (e.g affixes) (which have a limited semantic range), but phrasal syn-
tax mainl~ uses open-class items;
b. Heads of ~yntactic phrases are open-class items, which determine the cate-
gory of th ~phrase (e.g. a noun is the head of an NP), whereas it is the affix
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that decides the category of a morphological structure (e.g. the Persian pre-
fix bi- changes a noun to an adjective: fEql 'brain' ---+ bi-fEql 'brainless');
c. The order of the elements in phrasal syntax (e.g. SYO, SOY, etc.) is more
flexible than that in morphosyntax (e.g. the prefix bi- always precedes the
noun).21
In this way, the nodes in the syntax (e.g. yOk) have certain morphology inside
them. For example nfE-rfEjt 'S/he didn't leave' contains the negation, past and
3SG morphemes and the act of copying in the IKC is done in a somewhat blind
way in the sense that when the PhWd is reduplicated, the important thing is the
correspondence of this PhWd to a node in the syntax without the content of that
node being seen (nfE-rfEft ke nfE-rfEjt). In other words, what is copied here is
the PhWdk, which corresponds to yOk, which itself may consist of several mor-
phemes; all these morphemes are seen as a bundle and are repeated intact.
3.2.3. The conceptual component
Jackendoff (2002: ch. 12) gives three different tiers for semantic structures: the
"descriptive tier", which organizes the conceptual functions of a sentence; the
"referential tier", which determines the correspondence between the constituents
in the sentence and entities in the world; and the "information structure tier",
which deals with information units in sentences and distinguishes oppositions
such as topic/comment. Example (48) displays the three tiers of the sentence in
(47). The representation of tiers of this utterance is based on Jackendoff's (2002:
ch. 12) examples, in which the two independent syntactic and phonological struc-
tures have been put together to save space. (Capital letters denote contrastive
stress.)
(47) SAYER pa:njene-ro ba:st.
Sayeh window-OM close.PAST.3SG
'SAYER closed the window (= It was Sayeh who closed the window and
not anybody else).'
(48) SyntaxlPhonology:
Descriptive tier:
Referential tier:
Information
structure tier:
[S[NPSAYER]j [YP [NPpa:njera:-ro] 2 ba:sth]4
[EventBAOST([ObjectSAYEH]j' [ObjectPAONJERAO-ROh)]4
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Common Ground3 Focus,
For the IKC, the descriptive and referential tiers vary depending on the words
used in the construction and therefore are not relevant for our representation. The
21 ForamoreelaboratediscussiononthisissueseeJackendoff(2002: sect.5.6) andreferencescited
therein.
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information structure is needed and it must show that the proposition towards
which indifference is conveyed is the given information (topic) and that the whole
construction is he new information (comment). We also need two other tiers
which I will call the "modality tier" and the "register tier" (in fact, Jackendoff
2002 suggests the existence of other tiers and gives "register" as an example). The
modality tier en(odes the type of propositional attitude that an utterance contains,
and the register ier determines the register in which an utterance is made use of.
Therefore, the f,)rmer informs us of the propositional attitude of indifference or
defiance inheren t in the construction, and the latter tells us that this construction
can only be usee in the conversational register. The proposed conceptual compo-
nent of the IKCs given in (49).
(49) Informal ion structure tier:
Modalit~ tier:
Register tier:
Topic2 Commentl
[Speaker expresses "indifference" (and
"defiance") towards Y2] 1
Only used in conversational register
The indices are used as before, to relate this component to other components.
The index 2 me, ns that indifference is conveyed towards what had index 2 in the
syntactic compo !lent, i.e. IP2' which is constituent A of the IKC, and that this el-
ement is the top ic or known information. The index I signifies that the element
that conveys thi! indifference is the whole construction, corresponding to IP 1 in
the syntax, whic h is comment or the new piece of information in the discourse.
Note that not al: of the indices of the other components are present in the con-
ceptual compon :nt. Jackendoff uses the expression "enriched composition" for
such cases, i.e. ;ases where there is not a one-to-one correspondence between
the conceptual s TUcture and the syntactic and phonological structures (tradition-
ally called "non -compositional" cases). In (49), there are only two indices, the
reason being tha _the semantic aspect of the IKC is in direct contact only with el-
ements having illdices 1 and 2: The meaning comes from the whole construction
(index 1) and is directed towards constituent A (index 2). The IKC, therefore, is
not semantically transparent and can be seen as an idiom. However, there is some
amount of prodt ctivity in it which makes it different from fixed idioms, e.g. the
fact that it can c lange its verb and still transfer the same attitude. Constructions
like the IKC might, for this reason, be called "productive idioms" (Jackendoff's
2002 "constructi anal idioms").
3.2.4. The comp lete representation of the IKC in the PA framework
In the previous sections, we worked out the syntactic, phonological, and concep-
tual components of the IKe. Now, we can put these together and see the complete
representation 01 this construction fitted into the PA model. This is given in (50).
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(50) a. Phonological component
InPh,
~
InPh2 PhPh1
~ ~
... PhWdk... Phfdj PhWdj,k
/ke/
Where InPh I has a construction-specific intonation pattern.
b. Syntactic component
IPI
~
IP7 IKCP3
~ ~
... YP... Particlej yOj
~... y k'"
Where IP I is declarative.
c. Conceptual component
Information structure tier:
Modality tier:
Register tier:
4. CONCLUSION
Topic2 Comment I
[Speaker expresses "indifference" (and
"defiance") towards Y2] I
Only used in conversational register
The Indifference-ke Construction (the IKC) studied in this paper expresses the
speaker's attitude of "indifference" and "defiance" towards a propositional con-
tent which is available in the construction. The attitude is conveyed by the con-
struction itself and its specific intonation pattern, whereas factors such as the mor-
phological marking on the verb and the choice of words are irrelevant in the ex-
pression of this attitude. The IKC has the structure A ke B, where A is a clause
(minimally a verb) and B is a verb which is the reduplication of the verb in A.
Examining the behaviour of the IKC in different structural environments such as
with compound verbs, scrambled sentences, and various T/AlMs, I showed that
the reduplicated element is always a yO, a syntactic terminal node which may
contain morphological elements. In terms of Jackendoff's Parallel Architecture, I
worked out the three components of the IKC, namely the phonological, syntactic
and semantic/conceptual components.
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